**Top Stories**

**Pitt partners with 3D printing company to develop reusable N95 mask filters**
A partnership between the University of Pittsburgh and North Huntingdon-based industrial 3D printing company ExOne has yielded new metal filters...
Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 27, 2020

**How the Trump administration accidentally insured over 200,000 through Obamacare**
These changes made us wonder: Did President Trump's effort to sabotage the Affordable Care Act backfire? I'm a health economist at the University of...
Source  The Conversation - Apr 28, 2020

**FDA grants emergency approval to a local ventilator alternative**
William Federspiel of the University of Pittsburgh's McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine designed the Hemolung. It is similar to an...
Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 27, 2020
General News

**Penn State cuts budgets, announces furloughs amid financial losses caused by COVID-19**
Citing "hundreds of millions of dollars" in losses, Penn State University will cut program budgets, furlough 2,000 employees at half pay, and...
Source  Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - Apr 27, 2020

**ExOne Company and Pitt partner to create reusable mask filters**
The ExOne Company and University of Pittsburgh teamed up to develop 3D-printed reusable metal filters for face masks to address critical needs during...
Source  Pittsburgh Business Times Online - Apr 27, 2020

**Coronavirus Impacts African American Community (Part 2) 4/27**
Lynne Hayes Freeland speaks with Dr. Larry Davis the to discuss COVID-19's impact on the African American community.
Source  KDKA-TV Online - Apr 27, 2020

**Coronavirus Impacts African American Community (Part 1) 4/27**
Lynne Hayes Freeland speaks with Dr. Larry Davis of the University of Pittsburgh to discuss COVID-19's impact on the African American community.
Source  KDKA-TV Online - Apr 27, 2020